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By John Barrowman


Brand New Book. In this thrilling sequel to Hollow Earth, Matt and Emily must stop someone from unleashing an army of mankind's worst nightmares. In the Middle Ages, an old monk used his powers and a bone quill to ink a magical manuscript, The Book of Beasts. Over the centuries the Book, and the quill, were lost. Twins Matt and Emily Calder are Animare—just like their ancestor, the monk. The things they draw can be brought to life, sometimes with disastrous consequences. Now Matt and Em are being watched—hunted—because only they can use The Book of Beasts and the bone quill to release the terrible demons and monsters their ancestor illustrated. And someone is tracking down the lost Book of Beasts, page by page, and reassembling it. Matt and Emily have no choice: They must get to the bone quill first before somebody gets to them.
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Reviews

A top quality publication and also the font employed was interesting to learn. It is really simplistic but excitement within the fifty percent from the book. It's been designed in an remarkably basic way in fact it is only following i finished reading this pdf where in fact changed me, modify the way i believe.

-- Rachel Stiedemann

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.

-- Modesto Mante